
The Maritime School.

Master of Yachts 200tn Limited sail Pre-Requisite Checklist.

The Practical requirements for the Master of Yachts 200tn Limited sail are what down below 
plus a successful completion of the Master of Yachts 200tn Limited Theory examiniation.

Sea TIime Requirements

Sea time Requirements.

You are 18 years or Older.
You hold a hold a Marine Communications VHF-SRC Radio Operators certificate. (ISSA VHF 
Qualifications are not accepted)
You have all STCW 2010 certificates. (STCW certificates from after 2014 including the PSSA) 
A current medical fitness examination and a color blindness eyesight examination, allow 
the participant to safely perform the relevant duties on a yacht. Medical/eyesight 
examinations must be performed within the last two years from the time the certificate is 
being issued.

You have documented evidence of 50 Days at Sea
You have documented evidence of 3000nm boat experience at least 50% of which 
(1,500nm) of the total required sea time must be on a sailing yacht at sea
You have documented evidence of 30 Night hours of boat experience at sea.

Sea time must be on a yacht (at least 10m in length) which can be defined as a non-
cargo carrying vessel for recreational or commercial charter purposes.
You must be an active crew member at sea; therefore, a day is defined as a period of 8 
consecutive hours.

We do not accept shipyard service and stand-by service as sea time.
The term “at sea” is defined as being on a vessel outside of any harbor – natural or 
artificial – in which a cruising yacht could secure or anchor for a prolonged period.
The nautical miles must be on genuine cruises or passages, not short-day trips. The 
candidate must have considerable time for actual vessel handling.
If you have a sea time logbook, please scan copies of pages, and send them to us in 
one PDF document; make sure your name is at the top of each page prior to scanning.

(



Note: We will also accept military letters stating service days for seatime, however, 
each will be reviewed to ensure they have sufficient experience for the level of 
certificate they are requesting.

You may also use these documents: (you must be logged in to your IYT Account to 
access)

iyt testimonial for sea service
iyt candidate sea time form

https://www.iytworld.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/iyt_testimonial_for_sea_service_2021.pdf
https://www.iytworld.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/08/candidate_sea_time_form_copy.pdf

